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Cautionary statement regarding forward-looking statements
This presentation contains statements that constitute “forward-looking statements”, including but not limited to management’s
outlook for UBS’s financial performance and statements relating to the anticipated effect of transactions and strategic initiatives on
UBS’s business and future development. While these forward-looking statements represent UBS’s judgments and expectations
concerning the matters described, a number of risks, uncertainties and other important factors could cause actual developments and
results to differ materially from UBS’s expectations. These factors include, but are not limited to: (1) future developments in the
markets in which UBS operates or to which it is exposed, including movements in securities markets, credit spreads, currency
exchange rates and interest rates; (2) the effect of the current economic environment or other developments on the financial
position or creditworthiness of UBS’s customers and counterparties; (3) changes in the availability of capital and funding, including
any changes in UBS’s credit spreads and ratings; (4) the ultimate effect on UBS’s 2009 settlements with US authorities of the recent
Swiss court decision relating to the provision of certain UBS client data to the US Internal Revenue Service, including the outcome of
the Swiss Parliament’s consideration of the related governmental agreement; (5) the outcome and possible consequences of pending
or future inquiries or actions concerning UBS’s cross-border banking business by tax or regulatory authorities in various other
jurisdictions; (6) the degree to which UBS is successful in effecting organizational changes and implementing strategic plans, and
whether those changes and plans will have the effects intended; (7) the effect of possible political, legal and regulatory
developments, including the possible adoption in Switzerland or other relevant countries of more stringent capital and liquidity
requirements, additional taxes, constraints on remuneration and legal or regulatory restrictions on UBS’s activities or other measures
designed to address the systemic risk posed by major financial institutions, including the possibility that such measures might be
adopted in a manner that creates competitive imbalances between UBS and major competitors; (8) UBS’s ability to retain and attract
the employees necessary to generate revenues and to manage, support and control its businesses; (9) changes in accounting
standards or policies, and accounting determinations affecting the recognition of gain or loss, the valuation of goodwill and other
matters; (10) limitations on the effectiveness of UBS’s internal processes for risk management, risk control, measurement and
modeling, and of financial models generally; (11) changes in the size, capabilities and effectiveness of UBS’s competitors; (12) the
occurrence of operational failures, such as fraud, unauthorized trading and systems failures, either within UBS or within a
counterparty; and (13) technological developments. In addition, our business and financial performance could be affected by other
factors identified in our past and future filings and reports, including those filed with the SEC. More detailed information about
those factors is set forth in documents furnished by UBS and filings made by UBS with the SEC, including UBS’s Annual Report on
Form 20-F for the year ended 31 December 2009. UBS is not under any obligation to (and expressly disclaims any obligation to)
update or alter its forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events, or otherwise.
This document and the information contained herein are provided solely for information purposes, and are not to be construed as a
solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any securities or other financial instruments in the United States or any other jurisdiction. No
representation or warranty is made or implied concerning, and UBS assumes no responsibility for, the accuracy, completeness,
reliability or comparability of the information contained herein relating to third parties, which is based solely on publicly available
information.
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UBS Group 1Q10 highlights
Profitable in all business divisions…
Pre-tax profit CHF 2.8 billion
Net profit CHF 2.2 billion, diluted EPS CHF 0.58
Return on equity 21.0%
Good IB results with significant FICC contribution and limited additional risk utilization
Improved performance in WM&SB with higher WM gross margins
Substantial reduction in net new money outflows
Invested assets increased in all asset-gathering business divisions
Tier 1 capital ratio 16.0% and core tier 1 capital ratio 12.5%
FINMA leverage ratio 4.1%
We are compliant with FINMA's new liquidity requirements
Stable balance sheet and risk-weighted assets

…on track with our plan to meet medium term goals
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WMA key actions to date
Organization
Culture
Management
Communication
Costs
Growth

Confirming our medium-term pre-tax profit target of CHF 1 billion
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US wealth management industry today
The competitive landscape has changed dramatically over the
last three years
Pre and post crisis IA of major players (CHF trn, 2007 – 2009)
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Source: Company Reports, US figures for competitors converted to CHF at 1.13 CHF/USD for 2007 and 1.04 CHF/USD for 2009; UBS figures as reported
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Clients have prioritized advice…
Considerable financial losses have impacted client needs and
behavior

Most critical client needs

Changes in client behavior

Investment Advice

71%

Financial Planning

Medical Insurance
Tax Advice
Research
Estates and Trust

49%

66%

Investment Mgmt.
Asset Allocation

Reduce Spending

63%

Delay Major Purchases

25%

62%
60%
58%

Reduce Aspirations

Increase Savings Rate

21%

18%

54%
52%

Source: UBS client survey, February 2010. ~500 survey responses.

Change Retirement Plans

15%
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…from their financial advisors
Clients trust their advisors but want to become more engaged in
the investment process

Client satisfaction with primary advisor

Increase in client engagement

46%

Paying closer attention to
finances and investments

27%

24%

Want to be more educated/
knowledgeable on finances
Feel a need to have greater
control of finances

1%

Not at All
Satisfied

67%

57%

39%

2%

Not Very
Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Very
Satisfied

Extremely
Satisfied

Source: UBS client survey, February 2010. ~500 survey responses.

Want to be more actively
involved in decision-making

33%
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UBS's opportunity
Size and agility will enable WMA to chart a new course
combining the advantages of both large and boutique firms
Profit margin

50%
Large “scale” driven firms
30%
Private bank /
trust models
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MSSB
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Source: Company Reports, US figures converted to CHF at a 1.059 CHF to USD rate
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UBS strategy: client-focused and advisor-centric
Transforming Wealth Management Americas into a
CHF 1 billion pre-tax profit business

Be the best WM

Vision

business in the Americas
Mission
Goals

Pillars

Strategic principles

Be differentiated from our competitors
Trusted by and
relevant to our clients

Partnership with
quality FAs

Advisors who provide
advice that improves
clients’ lives

Advisors with access
to world class
solutions

Advisors who deliver
superior service

Integration

Execution

Reputation

Maximizing total
shareholder value
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UBS strategy in action
Focusing on advice

Advisor-centric

Old Paradigm

New Paradigm

Product-focused

Advice-focused

Guiding
Principle

Products to meet
clients’ needs

Advice to achieve
clients’ goals

Success
Criteria

Performance of
markets

Superior client
experience

Driver of
Success

Broad product
offering

Relevant advice

Client-focused

♦ Concentrate on HNW/UHNW clients
♦ Allocate resources to the most productive, and
fastest growing markets
♦ Support core affluent franchises with growth
potential
♦ Provide comprehensive wealth management by
advising on both sides of the balance sheet
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Cost and revenue initiatives
Initiative

Cost

Human Resources

Real Estate

Operational Efficiencies

Revenue

Productivity

Advisor Mix

Solutions

Description

organizational redesign
♦ de-layering/span of control
♦

rationalize/re-stack
♦ renegotiate
♦

re-engineering
♦ outsourcing
♦

increase FA assets and revenue
♦ improve NNM
♦

increase retention
♦ recruit target advisors
♦

mortgages, securities-based lending
♦ AI, annuities, life insurance
♦
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Achieving CHF 1 billion in pre-tax
A more favorable environment…

~725

> 1,000
~250

~(625)

(CHF million)

~325

~250
144

1Q10 exprovisions
annualized

Asset
performance

Yield curve
impact

Cost
initiatives

Revenue
initiatives

Strategic
execution risk

Medium-term
target

…and focused initiative execution
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Medium-term targets for WMA strategy
Profit before tax (CHFm)

Cost/income ratio (%)

>1,000
99

~80-85

32
2009

2009

Medium-term
target

Revenue/FA (CHFk)

Invested assets/FA (CHFm)

Medium-term
target

Pre-tax/FA (CHF)
~161,000

~1,000
783

~120
97.4

4,517
2009

Medium-term
target
1 As of December 31, 2009

20091

Medium-term
target

2009

Medium-term
target
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WMA 1Q10 vs. 1Q09 (USD)
Stabilizing the business under new management
1Q09

1Q10

590

680

1,215

1,285

(30)

14

11,851

9,800

Financial Advisors

8,760

6,867

% of FAs > USD 250k Production1

57%

74%

FA attrition2 > USD 250k

24.1%

8.8%

FA attrition2 > USD 1m

31.7%

6.1%

Invested Assets / FA (USD m)

67.4

99.0

Annualized Revenue / FA (USD k)

559

736

WMUS NNM from same-store3 FAs (USD bn)

(5.0)

0.5

Invested Assets (USD bn)
Financials

Revenues (USD m)
Pre-tax (USD m)
Non-FAs (external view)

Headcount

FA
Productivity
NNM

1 WMUS
2 Quarterly annualized
3 FAs that have been with UBS for 12 months or more

1Q10 vs.
1Q09
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Conclusion
The success of our strategy relies on the UBS WMA culture and a
commitment to execution

Culture

Execution

♦ Strong adherence to the UBS values

♦ Rebuild the reputation of UBS WMA

♦ Client-focused and advisor-centric

♦ Integrate the resources of UBS Group

♦ Committed to excellence

♦ Leverage WMA's intellectual capital

♦ Tough competitors and good people

♦ Drive execution and accountability
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